CHINESE STUDENTS CLUB PRESENTS
OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

LUNAR GALA 2014:
MIDNIGHT TRANCE

THURSDAY 2.27.14
ROONE ARLEDGE AUDITORIUM
6:15 PM VIP DINNER
7:00 PM SHOW
$15 VIP/ $10 GENERAL ADMISSION

PERFORMERS
RAW ELEMENTZ ○ CU RAAS ○ LION DANCE
CU BELLY DANCE ○ CU GENERATION ○ CHINESE YO-YO
CU WUSHU ○ STRING THEORY ○ RADIANCE

RAFFLES
CHIPOTLE ○ HAVANNA CENTRAL
CANVASPOP ○ RENT THE RUNWAY
VAMOOSE BUS

FASHION SHOW DESIGNERS
BCBG ○ CLUB MONACO ○ SUE WONG
...AND MORE!

AND SPECIAL PERFORMANCE FROM CHINESE ACROBAT KEVIN SADRAK

SPECIAL THANKS: